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In this paper, an empirical work is designed to test whether corporate capital gains realization is 
associated with corporate tax. Under Canadian tax rules, capital gains are taxed when a taxpayer 
realizes them, rather than at the time that those gains accrue. It was tested whether corporate tax 
status, including accumulated loss-carry-overs, affects the decision to realize capital gains. Using 
financial statements from Canadian corporations, this study finds that, after controlling for other 
factors, corporate capital gains realization is positively associated with loss-carry-overs accumulated 
from previous years, which generally supports the argument that corporations take into account their 
tax status when realizing capital gains. This study also finds that firms realize capital gains for 
financing purposes. However, this study does not find that firms realize capital gains to manage 
earnings.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Capital gains realization by individuals has been studied 
extensively throughout the years (Eichner and Sinai, 
2000; Seyhun and Skinner, 1994; Burman and Randolph, 
1994; Burman et al., 1994; Cook and O’Hare, 1992; 
Badrinath and Lewellen, 1991; Auten et al., 1989; Auten 
and Clotfelter, 1982; Feldstein and Yitzhaki, 1978 etc.); 
Odean (1998) for example, shows that investors are 
more likely to sell loss investments in December than in 
other months; Jin (2006) provides evidence that tax-
sensitive investors defer selling stocks that incurred large 
capital gains;  and  Chay et al. (2006) examine a type of 
distribution that is taxed as capital gains, rather than as 
dividends and find that ex-day return behaviour reflects 
the value of tax-timing capital gains. 

However, relatively few studies have examined cor-
porate capital gains realization (Desai and Gentry, 2003). 
Desai and Gentry (2003) examine how capital gains 
taxes affect a firm’s decision to realize capital gains. 
Their time-series analysis of aggregated corporate rea-
lization behaviour demonstrates that capital gains taxes 
are negatively associated with realized capital gains. 
Their firm-level analysis of realization behaviour finds 
similar results. Despite receiving limited researches, the 
volume of corporate taxable capital gains realization in 
Canada is substantial. For example, data  shows that tax- 

able capital gains across all industries have averaged 
70% of individual taxable capital gains, over the last 
fifteen years (Figure 3). In addition, a corporation’s capital 
gains can be an important component of its income. 
Figure 2 shows that, over the last fifteen years, capital 
gains income comprised about 10 - 30% of total taxable 
income, across all industries. In this paper, it was 
empirically tested whether a corporation’s capital gains 
realization decision is associated with its tax status and 
whether other factors significantly impact that decision. 

Before 1972, Canada did not impose income tax on 
capital gains. Since that time, Canada has taxed varying 
percentages of capital gains on the basis of the 
realization principle. Under this principle, capital gains are 
taxed in  the  year  they  are  realizeda.  Capital  losses,  if 

                                                 
a From 1972 to 1987, one-half of capital gains were taxable, and one-half 
of capital losses were deductible against taxable capital gains. In 1988 and 
1989, two-thirds of capital gains were taxable, and two thirds of capital 
losses were deductible against taxable capital gains. From 1989 to 
February 2000, three-quarters of capital gains were taxable, and three-
quarters of capital losses were deductible against taxable capital gains. 
From March 2000 to October 18, 2000, the inclusion rate for capital gains 
and the deduction rate for capital losses was reduced to two-third. Finally, 
this inclusion deduction rate was reduced to one-half.  



 
 
 
 
incurred, could only be deducted against capital gains; 
they may not be deducted against other types of incomeb. 
If there are not sufficient capital gains in the year to offset 
the capital losses, the excess losses can be carried 
backward for 3 years, or carried forward indefinitely, to be 
deducted against capital gains realized in those years. 
Unlike U.S. tax rules on capital gains or losses, Canadian 
tax rules do not distinguish short term, and long term, 
status. 

As in the literature, it does not have an explicit theore-
tical model of capital gains behaviour. It simply follow 
other studies (Auten et al., 1989) and argue that realizing 
capital gains has some economic value (e.g., an impor-
tant source of internal financing) as holding assets with 
accrued gains. Hence the decision to realize the capital 
gains depends on whether the value of realizing those 
gains is greater than the costs, which include the capital 
gains taxes. 

Based on the realization tax rule for capital gains and 
losses, taxes are incurred when taxpayers realize capital 
gains or losses, not when capital gains or losses are 
accrued. Constantinides (1983, 1984) argues that the 
realization tax rule provides a tax-timing option to 
taxpayers to realize losses whenever they occurs, but 
defer gains to another time. However, tax rule and 
transactions costs prevent investors from exploiting this 
tax-timing option fully. 

This study seeks to test whether a corporate capital 
gains realization decision can be explained by tax 
incentives. In particular, it was test whether a corpora-
tion’s accumulated capital loss-carry-overs can affect its 
decision to realize capital gains. If a corporation has loss-
carry-overs from the previous years, it will realize capital 
gains to use those losses as soon as possible. 

Furthermore, one important source of financing for the 
corporation is the selling of properties, marketable 
securities, and other investments, as well as selling 
discontinued operations or subsidiaries (Desai and 
Gentry, 2003; Bates, 2005). Bates (2005) finds that sales 
of corporate subsidiaries usually result in substantial cash 
remuneration. Similar to free cash flow from operations, 
cash proceeds from such sales have been reallocated to 
unfunded projects. Since capital gains arise from selling 
any of the above assets, this study also expects to find 
that a corporation may sell assets when it needs 
financing. In other words, the value of proceeds from 
sales is inversely related to the corporation’s ability to 
generate free cash flow. 

Finally, current studies find that firms use asset sales to 
manage earnings; however, the results are not conclu-
sive. For example, Bartov (1993) demonstrates that firms 
time the sale of assets to smooth earnings. Herrmann et 
al. (2001) examine Japanese  managers’  use  of  income 
 
                                                 
b One except to this rule is the capital loss incurred from disposition of the 
shares or bonds of a small business company. This capital loss could be 
deducted against any types of income.  
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from selling assets and marketable securities to manage 
earnings. They find that firms with current performance 
below previous forecasts manage earnings upward by 
reporting higher income from asset sales. Nevertheless, 
Black et al (1998) examine asset sales in countries where 
asset revaluation is allowed (such as UK, Australia, and 
New Zealand). They find that firms in those countries do 
not appear to smooth earnings through asset sales. This 
study will add earnings (before capital gains or losses 
realization) into the model. If firms use asset sales to 
manage income, it is expected to find that firms with low 
earnings before asset sales will realize more capital 
gains, and vice versa. 

Using SEDAR Canadian corporate financial reporting 
data, this study finds that a corporation’s capital gains 
realization appears to be particularly shaped by tax 
incentives, that is, capital gains realization is positively 
associated with loss-carry-overs accumulated from 
previous years. In addition, a corporation’s capital gains 
are generalized for financing purposes. However, the 
firms were not found to realize capital gains from asset 
sales to manage earnings. 

This study seeks to assist corporate taxpayers, tax 
advisers, pension consultants, and others in making 
decisions on capital gains realization. This study is also 
of interest to policy- makers, to the extent that it assists 
them in understanding about how a corporation’s capital 
gains realization is affected by the capital gains taxes, 
since significant tax dollars are involved. 

In the next section, relevant literatures on corporate 
capital gains or losses realization will be reviewed. 
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Bull et al. (2004) study both corporate and individual 
capital gains/losses. They use the statistics and data 
from the Income Division of the IRS and show that capital 
realizations are persistent at the aggregate, and at the 
individual and corporate taxpayer level. They also show 
that for all corporations in the US, there is a striking run-
up in capital gains realization in the late 1990s and a 
large decline in the early 2000s. This is consistent with 
this study of Canadian corporations in Figure 1. However, 
Bull et al (2004) only study the corporate capital gains 
behaviour at an aggregate level and not examine what 
factors determine the decision to realize capital gains. 
Desai and Gentry (2003) examine how capital gains 
taxes affect a firm’s decision to realize capital gains. 
Their time-series analysis of aggregated corporate reali-
zation behaviour demonstrates that capital gains taxes 
are negatively associated with realized capital gains. 
Their firm-level analysis of realization behaviour finds 
similar results. In their firm-level analysis, they regress 
capital gains on marginal tax rate, Tobin’s Q, and firm 
size. 

Auten et al. (1989) argue that previous studies on 
capital gains realization behaviour have  been  hampered 
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Figure 1. Individual and industrial taxation capital gains realization, 1990 - 2003. 
Source: Statistics Canada. 
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Figure 2. Ratio of Taxable Capital Gains to Taxable Income, 1990 - 2003. 
Source: Statistics Canada. 
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Figure 3. Ratio of industry taxable capital gains to individual taxable capital gains, 1990 - 2003. 
Source: Statistics Canada. 



 
 
 
 
by econometric problems. In particular, the marginal tax 
rate on capital gains is determined simultaneously with 
the level of capital gains. Desai and Gentry (2003) use 
the Graham’s estimates of marginal tax rates (Graham, 
1996) and admit that these rates are driven by the 
presence of non-capital losses, which are not completely 
divorced from the gains/losses on the investments. In 
other words, their marginal tax rates and gain/loss 
realizations are determined simultaneously. 

This study overcomes this problem by using loss-carry-
overs accumulated from previous years and the effective 
tax rate, before the effect of current gains/losses as 
explanatory variables. Plesko (2003) and Lisowsky 
(2007) find that firms’ loss-carry-over positions can be 
used to infer firms’ marginal tax rates and actual tax 
liability. 

This study extends existing research by analyzing 
Canadian corporations using the SEDAR financial 
reporting data.  In the next section, I develop the 
empirical tests.  
 
 
EMPIRICAL TESTS 
 
This study seeks to test whether corporate capital gains 
realization decision can be explained by tax incentives. In 
particular, whether a corporation’s accumulated capital 
loss-carry-overs can affect its decisions to realize capital 
gains. If firms have loss-carry-overs from previous years, 
they will realize capital gains to use those losses as soon 
as possible. 

In addition, since selling asset is an important source of 
internal financing, and capital gains or losses may be 
generated from the sale, firms may sell assets when they 
need financing. 

Earnings (before capital gains) have been added in the 
model. If firms use asset sales to manage earnings, it is 
expected that firms will realize more capital gains from 
selling assets if their earnings before the sale are low, 
and vice versa. 

Firm size was also added, firms’ statutory tax rates and 
effective tax rates in the model. 
In summary, the regression model is specified as follows: 
 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6it it it it it it it itCG STR ETR LCO INC CAS SIZα α α α α α α ε= + + + + + + +
   

itCG : Net capital gains realized for firm i in year t. 

itSTR : Firm i’s statutory tax rate in year t. 

itETR : Firm i’s effective tax rate in year t. 

itLCO : Accumulated loss-carry-overs from previous 
years for firm i in year t. 
INC: net earnings before net capital gains for firm i in 
year t. 
CAS: cash flow before proceeds from selling assets for 
firm i in year t. 
SIZ: firm size for firm i in year t.   
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Table 1. Industry distribution. 
 

Metal and Mining (SIC 1000 - 1299 
Industry Number of firms 
Consumer 36 
Energy 33 
Health care 9 
Materials 54 
Industrials 16 
Information technology 10 
Utilities 5 
Tele communications 4 
Total 167 
 A: Future tax assets Amounts % 

 
 
 
The regression was performed using two-year financial 
data, obtained from the System for Electronic Document 
Analysis and Retrieval (SEDAR)c. Corporations in the 
sample have to meet the following 3 conditions: (1) Cana-
dian public companies with share prices listed on the 
TSX300 at the fiscal year end of 2005 or 2006 (a total of 
271 firms); (2) available audited annual financial state-
ments for the years 2004-2006 on SEDAR (3 firms are 
removed); (3) not in the banking, real estate, insurance, 
and financial institutions (SIC 6000-6799, 39 firms are 
removed) and not income trusts or funds (53 income 
trusts or income funds are removed). 

As a result, there are 167 firms and thus 334 firm-year 
observations (two-year data) from 8 industries (see Table 
1 for the industry distribution). 

The variables for the tests are measured as follows: 
 
The dependent variable is net capital gains, measured as 
capital gains net of capital losses. Firms’ financial reports 
disclose the following four items related to capital gains/ 
losses. Firms report their gains/losses and/or proceeds 
from selling the following assets: (a) property, plant and 
equipment (PPE); (b) marketable securities or other 
investments; (c) discontinued operation or subsidiaries; 
and (d) other miscellaneous gains/losses (see Table 2 for 
the categories of corporate capital gains/losses). 

Table 2 shows that, in 2005, the largest capital gains 
resulted from the disposition of PPE. About 56% of 
capital gains arose from selling PPE. In 2006, the largest 
capital gains arose from the disposition of discontinued 
business, operations, or subsidiaries, representing about 
53% of all capital gains. 

                                                 
c SEDAR is the system used for electronically filing most securities-
related information with the Canadian securities regulatory authorities. 
Filing with SEDAR started January 1, 1997, and is now mandatory for 
most reporting issues in Canada. The SEDAR system allows users to 
access public company and mutual fund securities-related information 
(e.g., annual financial reports). 
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Table 2. Categories of corporate capital gains (in Millions). 
 
  2006 2005 
Disposition of PPE Capital gains 999 4787 
Disposition of PPE Capital losses 66 112 
Disposition of marketable securities/investments Capital gains 2271 2031 
Disposition of marketable securities/investments Capital losses 218 203 
Disposition of discontinued 
operation/subsidiaries 

Capital gains 3653 1666 

Disposition of discontinued 
operation/subsidiaries 

Capital losses 44.1 48 

Other Capital gains 61 38 
Other Capital losses 0 0 
Total Capital gains 6984 8522 
Total Capital losses 328 363 

 
 
 

Table 2 also shows that, for the years 2005 and 2006, 
firms realized much more capital gains than capital 
losses. This is consistent with Desai and Gentry (2003), 
who find that U.S. public firms realized more capital gains 
than capital losses for their sample periods (1990 - 1999). 

Statutory tax rate is the combined Canadian federal 
and provincial income tax rates, obtained from the 
income tax footnote. It shows the general tax burden 
across firms in Canada. In this study, firms are subject to 
the statutory tax rates of 31 - 49%. 

Effective tax rate shows the firm’s specific tax burden 
and specific tax status. It is measured as the provision for 
income tax, divided by earnings before income tax and 
non-controlling interest (zero if no income tax is payable 
in that year). Effective tax rate is different from statutory 
tax rate since firms could claim losses in accumulated 
from previous years, as well as certain credits (e.g., 
manufacturing and processing credit, investment tax 
credit, etc) and resource allowance, which also reduce 
the effective tax rate. The firm’s foreign subsidiaries are 
subject to the foreign tax rates, which are different from 
the statutory tax rates. Effective tax rates can be 
generally obtained from the income tax footnote. Ideally, 
effective tax rate should exclude taxes resulting from 
realizing capital gains. 

Firms with the same statutory tax rate may have 
different effective tax rates since they each have a 
different tax status. Hence the effective tax rate is added 
in the model on the basis that it will be relevant to capital 
gains realization. 

Loss-carry-over is measured as those losses accu-
mulated from other years. It includes both capital losses 
and non-capital losses, and can be obtained from the 
income tax footnote. 

Cash flow, proceeds from selling assets, net earnings, 
and total assets can all be directly obtained from financial 
statements. To reduce heteroskadesticity, all the 
variables except firm size, statutory tax rate and effective 
tax rate are deflated by the firm’s market value. The firm’s 
market value is measured as the number  of  shares  out- 

standing, multiplied by the share price, at the fiscal year 
end. 
 
 
TESTING RESULTS 
 
The testing results are presented in Tables 3 to 9. Table 
3 describes the statistics of the variables. It shows the 
variables mean, first quartile, median, third quartile, 
standard deviation, maximum, and minimum values. For 
example, the mean value of capital gains is 0.0081; the 
first quartile and median are zero, the third quartile value 
is 0.0021; the standard deviation value is 0.0521, the 
maximum capital gains value is 0.8405 and the minimum 
is -0.1324. 

For the sample period, 62% of firm-year observations 
have realized either capital gains or capital losses or both 
(44% realized only capital gains, 6% realized both capital 
gains and capital losses, and 12% realized only capital 
losses). As such, capital gain/loss realization appears to 
be quite common over the sample period. 

In addition, for all the firm-year observations, total net 
capital gains are more than 14% of total earnings (before 
gains/losses) in year 2006, and more than 11% of total 
earnings in year 2005. After being deflated by firm market 
value, total net capital gains are over 25% of total 
earnings (before gains/losses) in year 2006, and over 
15% of total earnings in year 2005. Therefore, despite 
receiving limited attention, the volume of corporate capital 
gains is substantial, and increasing so, when compared 
with corporate net income. 

Another variable that deserves more explanation is the 
variable of loss-carry-overs. The mean value is 0.1195; 
the first quartile value is 0.0042; the median is 0.034; the 
third quartile value is 0.1035; the standard deviation is 
0.2401, the maximum and minimum are 1.7331 and zero 
respectively. Overall, for the sample period, more than 
80% firm-years have accumulated losses from previous 
years. These losses can be used to offset income in the 
current or future years. 
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics of variables. The sample contains 334 observations. 
 

Variables Mean 1st Quartile Median 3rd Quartile Std. Dev. Maximum Minimum 
CG 0.0081 0 0 0.0021 0.0521 0.8405 -0.1324 
STR 0.3508 0.34 0.35 0.36 0.0217 0.49 0.31 
ETR 0.2387 0 0.325 0.35 0.1605 0.9 0 
LCO 0.1195 0.0042 0.034 0.1035 0.2401 1.7331 0 
INC 0.0463 0.0036 0.034 0.0676 0.1404 1.2393 -0.5018 
CAS -0.0044 -0.0231 -0.0002 0.0192 0.1023 0.5098 -0.7095 
SIZ 9.2649 8.8856 9.2051 9.6945 0.6148 10.607 7.3464 

 

CG: total amount of capital gains, divided by market value. Market value is measured as number of shares 
outstanding times share price, at the fiscal year end, STR: statutory tax rate, collected from the income tax footnote 
ETR: effective tax rate before the effect of current capital gains (losses) realization, collected from the income tax 
footnote, LCO: accumulated loss-carry-overs incurred from previous years, divided by market value, INC: net earnings 
before capital gains (losses), divided by market value, CAS: cash flow before proceeds from selling assets, divided by 
market value, SIZ: firm size, measured as the log of total assets 

 
 
 

Table 4. Pearson correlation of variables. 
 
 CG SIZ CAS INC LCO ETR STR 
CG 1       
SIZ 0.1349 1      
CAS -0.4002 -0.094 1     
INC 0.1938 0.1095 0.3359 1    
LCO 0.3574 0.2194 -0.3037 -0.094 1   
ETR 0.0495 0.2566 0.025 0.2988 -0.1327 1  
STR -0.049 0.0058 0.1043 0.0424 -0.1374 0.0279 1 

 
 
 

Table 5. Regression results from univariate model. 
 
 Proceeds from sales Net capital gains Net capital gains Net capital gains 
Intercept 0.0195(6.8857)** 0.0074 (2.8046)** 0.0047 (1.5737) -0.0013 (-0.4329) 
Cash flow w/o proceeds from sales -0.3989 (-14.38)** -0.2059 (-8.005)**   
Income w/o capital gains realization   0.0732 (3.6149)**  
Loss-carry-over at the beginning    0.0806 (7.1367)** 

2R  0.38 0.16 0.04 0.13 

F-test 206.7 64.08 13.07 50.93 
 

**Significant at 0.001 level. 
 
 

Table 4 presents the Pearson correlations of the varia-
bles. It shows that the maximum correlation (absolute 
value) is between capital gains and cash flow.  

The minimum correlation (absolute value) is between 
firm size and statutory tax rate. The correlation between 
capital gains and loss-carry-over is 0.3574, which 
generally support the tax explanation for capital gains 
realization. That is, firms with accumulated losses are 
more likely to realize capital gains. 

Table 5 presents results from the univariate model. It 
shows that net capital gains and loss-carry-over are 
positively associated, which supports the expectation that 
a corporation’s capital gains realization is shaped  by  tax  

incentives. It also shows that the net capital gains 
realized from asset sales are negatively associated with 
cash flow (before the sales), and that the proceeds from 
asset sales are negatively associated with cash flow 
(before the sales). It supports the argument that a 
corporation’s capital gains are generalized for financing 
purposes. However, the Table 5 shows that net capital 
gains realization is positively associated with earnings. 
This is not consistent with the argument that firms realize 
capital gains from selling assets to manage earnings. 
Nevertheless, Table 5 shows the preliminary results from 
the univariate model. Next, the results from the 
multivariate model will be discussed.  
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Table 6. Regression results for total net capital gains 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6it it it it it it it itCG STR ETR LCO INC CAS SIZα α α α α α α ε= + + + + + + +
. 

 Co-eff. t-test Co-eff. t-test 
Intercept -0.0194 -0.372 0.0239 0.292 
SIZ 0.0001 0.2 0.0001 0.9 
CAS -0.2286 -8.93** -0.322 -9.485** 
INC 0.1385 7.4279** 0.2657 8.1781** 
LCO 0.0556 5.19** 0.0584 4.1533** 
ETR -0.0056 -0.3512 -0.0292 -1.1946 
STR 0.046 0.3852 -0.0823 -0.4733 

2R  0.34  0.48  

F-test 28.32  30.38  
Observations 334  204  

 

The second and third columns show the results for all firm-year 
observations, while the fourth and fifth columns show the results 
only for firms that realized capital gains/losses in that year.  
**Significant at 0.001 level. 

 
 
 

Table 6 presents the results from the multivariate 
model specified in Section 3 for total net capital gains. 
The first two columns show the results for all firm-year 
observations, while the third and fourth columns show the 
results only for firms that realized capital gains/losses in 
that year. The results from Table 6 are consistent with 
those from the univariate model. It shows that a corpo-
ration’s capital gains realization is positively associated 
with its loss-carry-overs accumulated from previous 
years. It also shows that the net capital gains realized 
from selling assets are negatively associated with cash 
flow. However, net capital gains realization is positively 
associated with earnings, which is not consistent with the 
argument that firms realize capital gains from selling 
assets to manage earnings. 

Table 6 shows that the coefficients on other control va-
riables including firm size, effective tax rate and statutory 
tax rate are not significant. Tables 7 - 9 present testing 
results from the multivariate model for three categories of 
net capital gains, that is, net capital gains realized from 
selling PPE, net capital gains realized from selling 
marketable securities and other investments, and net 
capital gains from selling discontinued operations and 
subsidiaries. The first two columns show the results for all 
firm-year observations, while the third and fourth columns 
show the results only for firms that realized such capital 
gains/losses in that year. 

The results from Tables 7 - 9 are generally consistent 
with those from Table 6. It shows that a corporation’s net 
capital gains from each of the three categories are 
positively associated with its loss-carry-overs accumu-
lated from previous years and negatively associated with 
cash flow.  In addition, net capital gains from each  of  the 

 
 
 
 

three categories are positively associated with earnings. 
The coefficient on statutory tax rate is not significant for 

all three categories of net capital gains. The coefficient on 
firm size is not significant for all three categories of net 
capital gains realizations except for net capital gains 
realized from selling discontinued operations or subsi-
diaries. Table 9 shows that firm size is negatively asso-
ciated with net capital gains from selling discontinued 
business. That is, larger firms realize relatively less 
capital gains from selling discontinued business. The 
coefficient on effective tax rate is not significant for all 
three categories of net capital gains except for net capital 
gains from selling PPE. Table 7 shows that effective tax 
rate is negatively associated with net capital gains from 
selling PPE. That is, firms realize relatively less capital 
gains from PPE sales when their effective tax rates are 
high, and vice versa. This is consistent with the 
expectation that a corporation’s capital gains realization 
is shaped by tax incentives. 

The following sensitivity tests have been undertaken in 
this study.  

First, the variables are deflated by total assets. The 
results (which are not presented in this paper) do not 
change qualitatively. 

Second, 1, 3 and 5% of the capital gains outliers and 
loss-carry-over outliers are deleted. Again, the results do 
not change qualitatively.  

Finally, industry dummy variables are added to the 
model and these do not change the results qualitatively. 

In addition, I follow Desai and Gentry (2003) and add 
investment opportunity as an explanatory variable, mea-
sured as the proxy for a Q-ratio. However, the variable is 
not significant.    
 
 
Conclusion and Limitations 

 
In this paper, an empirical work is designed to test 
whether corporate capital gains realization is associated 
with corporate tax. Based on the realization tax rule, 
taxes are incurred when taxpayers realize capital 
gains/losses, not when capital gains/losses are accrued. 
In this study, I test whether accumulated loss-carry-overs 
can affect capital gains realization. Using Canadian 
corporations’ financial statements, this study finds that, 
after controlling for other factors, corporate capital gains 
realization is positively associated with loss-carry-overs 
accumulated from previous years, and is negatively 
related to effective tax rates. It supports the argument 
that corporations take into account their tax status when 
realizing capital gains. 

Furthermore, this study finds that a corporation’s capital 
gains are generalized for financing purposes as capital 
gains realized from selling assets are negatively 
associated with a corporation’s cash flow. 
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Table 7. Regression results for net capital gains from dispositions of PPE 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6it it it it it it it itCG STR ETR LCO INC CAS SIZα α α α α α α ε= + + + + + + +
 

 Co-eff. t-test Co-eff. t-test 
Intercept 0.0014 0.2484 0.0024 0.3123 
SIZ 0.0003 0.6573 0.0003 0.2276 
CAS 0.0006 0.2353 -0.0125 -1.7942* 
INC 0.0025 1.2223 0.0317 3.4618** 
LCO 0.0035 3.0474** 0.0077 3.1984** 
ETR -0.003 -1.7233* -0.0141 -3.142** 
STR -0.008 -0.6959 -0.008 -0.285 

2R  0.052  0.19  

F-test 2.974  5.22  
Observations 334  137  

 

The second and third columns show the results for all firm-year observations, while 
the fourth and fifth columns show the results only for firms that realized capital 
gains/losses in that year.  
** Significant at 0.001 level, *significant at 0.1 level. 

 
 
 

Table 8. Regression results for net capital gains from disposition of marketable 
securities or other investments. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6it it it it it it it itCG STR ETR LCO INC CAS SIZα α α α α α α ε= + + + + + + +
. 
 Co eff. t-test Co eff. t-test 
Intercept -0.011 -0.314 0.1866 1.2494 
SIZ 0.0003 0.1091 -0.0014 -0.1379 
CAS -0.1308 -7.6225** -0.3382 -6.3238** 

INC 0.0791 6.3339** 0.2621 6.0201** 

LCO 0.0307 4.2752** 0.0049 0.2029 
ETR -0.0028 -0.2538 -0.0183 -0.4653 
STR 0.0121 0.1662 -0.5079 -1.5175 

2R  0.27  0.58  

F-test 20.41  14.71  
Observations 334  71  

 

The second and third columns show the results for all firm-year observations, while the 
fourth and fifth columns show the results only for firms that realized capital gains/losses 
in that year.  
**Significant at 0.001 level. 

 
 
 
However, no support is found for the notion that firms 
realize capital gains from selling assets to manage 
earnings as the firm’s capital gains realizations are 
positively associated with earnings. 

Nevertheless, this study provides only a preliminary 
conclusion. This is because public financial reports do not 
disclose a corporation’s precise tax status, such as 
taxable income, tax rates, etc. In addition, the financial 
statements used are consolidated statements for the 
parent company and all its subsidiaries. For tax pur-
poses, each  company  or  subsidiary  is  an  independent  

taxpayer. In order for the conclusions of this study to be 
stronger, relevant data for each independent corporate 
taxpayer needs to be used as such data is not available 
to this study. 

Lastly, the gains/losses collected from financial reports 
do not perfectly match taxable capital gains/losses. For 
example, for depreciable assets and intangible assets 
(eligible assets), the depreciation rules, the rules on 
acquisition and disposition of these assets differ between 
accounting principles and tax law. Despite these limita-
tions, financial reporting data  can  still  shed light  on  the
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Table 9. Regression results for net capital gains from disposition of discontinued 
operations or subsidiaries 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6it it it it it it it itCG STR ETR LCO INC CAS SIZα α α α α α α ε= + + + + + + +
. 

 Co eff. t-test Co eff. t-test 
Intercept -0.0094 -0.3947 0.2343 1.9405* 
SIZ -0.0009 -0.4566 -0.01734 -2.6068** 
CAS -0.0923 -7.9188** -0.1207 -3.4838** 
INC 0.0522 6.1438** 0.3662 7.9779** 
LCO 0.0212 4.3438** 0.0464 2.9566** 
ETR 0.0026 0.361 -0.0284 -0.9803 
STR 0.046 0.8457 -0.2046 -0.7608 

2R  0.28  0.74  

F-test 20.79  20.77  
Observations 334  51  

 

The second and third columns show the results for all firm-year observations, while the 
fourth and fifth columns show the results only for firms that realized capital gains/losses 
in that year.  
** Significant at 0.001 level, * significant at 0.1 level. 

 
 
 
determinants of corporate capital gains realization. 
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